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A HARDING UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATION
PEOPLE
A group of enterprising students puts the
power of film in the
hands of Africans.
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Survey studies

Raining on their parade

church dropouts
Retention rate high among CoC
by SARAH KYLE
news editor

H

Photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
Students slosh through the sidewalk-turned-river between the Benson Auditorium and the
Student Center after chapel Wednesday, Sept. 16. Heavy rains have drenched Harding
several times in recent weeks, forcing students to break out their umbrellas and rainboots.

Aramark key
to SA plans
by CARLY KESTER
student writer

T

h e Harding
University Student
Asso ciation is
looking for ways to improve
campus this semester by
planning events, taking
surveys and providing
service projects.
A big project the SA
h as been working on is
attempting to negotiate
with Aramark regarding
th e way they run the
cafeteria. The SA is also
working on improving
relations with Aramark to
discover ways the student
body and Aramark can
best work together.
The changes the SA
wants to make involve
finding a way to reduce
congestion and help the
lines move faster somehow,
SA Pres ide nt Brya n
Clifton said.
One problem they are
tzying to solve is what to
do with all the wast ed
cafeteria meals students
have left at th e end of
every semester.
"ItC:I be great ifwe could
donate students' leftover
meals to needy families
in White County who
can't always afford food,"
Clifton said.
Another project the
SA plans to develop is
a survey for students to

take in order to find out
opinions, complaints and
suggestions people have for
Aramark. C lifton said he
hopes the survey will help
the SA better represent the
interests of students.
There will al so be
numerous service projects
open for stud e nts t o
participate in.
Some future events the
SA is working on include a
dodgeball tournament based
on the movie "Dodgeball:
A True Underdog Story,"
Rake and Run, a day-long
service proj ect when
students go around Searcy
to rake leaves in people's
yards. Also in the works
are a Polar Bear Plunge, an
event where people jump
into a pool cold water on
the Front Lawn, and many
sm aller service projects
throughout the semester,
C lifton said.
The HUD Cup, a series
ofsporting events in which
dorms compete with one
another throughout the
semester, is another activity
the SA has organized.
The SA's effort to help
Christine Clemons is not
over. In spite of the large
number of Texas vs. the
W orld T -shirts sold, the
SA still has shirts coming
in next week that students
have ordered, according to
Clifton.
see SA on page 3a

arding University.will host
its 86th annual lectureship
series Monday, September
27 through Wednesday, September
30. Among the multiple speakers for
the series will be Dr. Flavil Yeakley,
who was recently commissioned by the
Christian Higher Education Foundation
to conduct a survey regarding the
retention rate ofmembers of Churches
of Christ nationwide.
The Christian Higher Education
Foundation is an annual meeting of
the presidents of Christian colleges
and universities that serve the same
focus group as Churches of Christ
across the United States.
Yeakley said the group had discussed
for a length of time the need for a
current and reliable set of figures on
various topics regarding Churches
of Christ.
"Dr. Burks asked me to put together
a research proposal to accomplish that
purpose,"Yeakley said. "He took it
to the presidents, they approved it
and I've been working on the thing
. "
ever smce.
Yeakley and his team selected
Churches of Christ throughout the
nation in regard to church size, location
and racial and ethnic makeup. They
then asked leaders of each church to
make a list of all the young adults who
had graduated-from high school while
attending the congregations between
1997 and 2006.
"We used this indirect method
because previous research has shown
that ifYeakley sends out a questionnaire
or ifHarding sends out a questionnaire
to people who have left Churches
of Christ, they're not very likely to
respond," Yeakley said.
One facet of the survey included
how many of th e teenagers in the
cluster sample attended college, and
whether or not it was a Christian

university. Yeakley said the results
were positively surprising.
"We had been hearing for years that
only 15 percent of the college bound
young people in Churches of Christ
go to a school like Harding,"Yeakley
said. "Among the 5,000 young people
in the cluster sample churches, 31.4
percent attended a Christian college
or university, and among those who
have already graduated, 85 percent are
still members of the church."
The team then furthered their
research by conducting a survey
including more than 3,000 students
of 11 different colleges.
Yeakley said the survey team
discovered that 85 percent of the
alumni of Christian colleges and
universities were members of the
Church of Christ. Among those who
attend public, state-supported schools
85 percent drop out as soon as they
leave home.
"Some ofthem come back to church
after they graduate, get married, start
having kids; but they come back with
much less leadership training than
ones who went to Christian colleges,"
Yeakley said. "Half of them never
come back."
After receiving the information
produced by the survey, Yeakley said
the presidents of the Christian Higher
Education Foundation wanted to
know more about those who decided
to leave the Church of Christ.
Yeakley agreed and cfeated a Web
site called churchesofchristsurvey.com
that contained just one survey: an open
essay-format survey entitled "Why I
Left Churches of Christ." He spread
the word about the survey through
the presidents and leaders of the 100
cluster sample churches.
"The idea was that you contact
someone you know used to be a
member of Churches of Christ and
now they're no longer members, and
ask them if they'd be willing to go
see SURVEY on page 3a

Students sho-w pride, .p iety in ink
by ABBY KELLET
student writer

B

orn in the mid-'80s and later,
Generation Y has been accused
ofhaving self-focused, impatient
and pleasure-oriented lifestyles. Though
the generational stereotype of unnaturally
colored hair and facial piercings may
not be prevalent on H arding's campus,
tattoos are.
Daniel Amstutz, a Bible major from
Sacramento, Cali£,just got the beginning
of a sleeve nearly three weeks ago.
"I think I can see where people can
get tattoos as like, a right of passage,"
Amstutz said. "But fo r me, no. It's
to remind me, even when times are
down, that God has given me a path
to follow, and it's just kind of there to
help uplift me."
In spite of the fact that Amstutz
h opes to be a minister or preacher
one day, his plan to get a sleeve tattoo
on his upper arm does not cause him
concern when he thinks about entering
the Christian workforce.
"From a biblical perspective, it's
kind of an evangelistic tool because kids
are going to ask you what this tattoo
means,'' Amstutz said. "And I can tell
them that through all the mess-ups that
I'v~ had, God said 'H ere's the path, and
even though you've fallen off it, you can
come back.' In my own way, it's a way
to connect to them."
While some students are using tattoos
as tools to reach out and spread their
beliefs, others are using the permanent
symbols as reminders of certain times
in their lives.
Brenna Shettlesworth is a nursing
major from Miami, and she has a tattoo
of a rare, tropical flower on her foot.
She got the tattoo after going through
a difficult time.
"I had this need to find peace, you
know?" Shettlesworth said. "And my

. . . .-
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grandma had given m e
something with thosl'.
kind of flowers on it, and
I realized I really found
peace in that. "
After getting the
Belladonna flower sketched
by an artist to, ensure the
picture would be exactly what
she wanted, she waited two
years before finally getting
the tattoo.
"You need to research
the places you're thinking
about going to, and make
sure you think about it
for a long period of time
so you're not getting it on
a whim," Shettlesworth
said. "Because kids in our
generation just do .it because
their friends are doing it, and
it's permanent. You need to
be sure it's something you
won't regret."

Besides makingwhimsical
decisions, Generation Y
has also been described
as "family-centric," or
prioritizing time with the
ones they love most over
work and higher salaries,
Youth and family ministry
major MichaelWalker makes
Photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
a case for this argument
"I
got
my
tattoo
in May to demonstrate my
with his tattoo.
American
pride,"
PR major James Taylor says.
"About three years ago
For
more
photos
of
Harding tattoos, see page
I go t W - A - L - K - E - R
6a.
To
see
why
one
Harding
professor thinks
down my ribs," W alker
students decide to get inked, see page Sb.
said, "because I'm proud of
Serve for God," Birdwell said. "And
my name, you know? I'm a
it has my brother's dog tags hanging
family kind of guy."
Dustin Birdwell is a junior Youth from the center."
and Family Ministry major and got a
The previous generations may have
family-oriented tattoo as well.
some trouble understanding Generation
1
"It's a book on my back shoulder, Y's reasons, but whether they like it or
and on the page in G reek it says 'on not, tattoos on Harding's campus are
fire for God,' and 'A Life Called to a bit more than conventional.
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Red dust storms ravage
Australia's southeast coast
Red dust blanketed Australia's east coast Wednesday, the
worst dust storm experienced there in 70 years.
Strong westerly winds and a severe 10-year drought in the
center of the country are causing the scarlet storm to disturb
millions of residents.
. Large amounts of
topsoil from Australia's
Outback, the interior dry
lands, are being carried
all the way to Sydney and
Brisbane's coasts, diverting international flights
away from the cities and
forcing residents indoors.
"It did feel like Armageddon because when I was in the
kitchen looking out the skylight, there was this red glow coming through," a Sydney resident said to Australian Broadcasting
Corp. radio.
No one has been injured because of the storms, but New
South Wales state ambulance service has reported over 250
emergency calls made because of breathing problems caused
by the dust.

Alabama and Georgia flood
death toll rises to 10
Storms producing torrential amounts of rain are moving
across the southeast U.S., with a death toll of at least 10
people on Wednesday.
The deaths occurred in Alabama and Georgia, mostly by cars
being suddenly swept from the road.
Those affected by the flooding have been left stranded in
their houses by flooded roadways or even left homeless because rising water has washed away their ground floors and
trailers.
One woman who did not survive the flood that suddenly overtook her car is still recorded in her 911 call as the water rose
around her.
A 14-year-old boy dove to try to help the stranded passengers of a flooded jeep and drowned as the current pulled him
away.
Many homes were flooded, leaving the owners with nothing.
"There's things that you can't replace, but it's just stuff,"
Deborah Golden told Fox reporters. "But there are four people
in our family, and we're all safe, so we're glad for that."

Photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
A Harding student plays with an infant for "Baby Day," a case study for Normal Speech and
Development class. Students observed the verbal behavior of infants and children during this
assignment Wednesday.

Fortune Cookies of Truth
by KYLIE AKINS
assistant news editor

Thief logs onto Facebook
while robbing house

• An upcoming
project will
be completed
with great
procrastination.
• You will
experience large
amounts of debt in
your future.
• He who has a
healthy social life
has failing grades.

Facebook is not only arguably the most popular social
networking Web site, but also, in an isolated event, a tool of
justice.
The victim of a robbery came home to notice two missing
diamond rings and open cabinets in her garage. What she also
found was that the robber had signed into his Facebook account
on her computer during the criminal act.
Thanks to the carelessness of an unperceptive robber, the
thief was quickly arrested. He faces a possible sentence of one
to ten years in jail-with no Facebook.

Chinese 60th anniversary
parade comes with restrictions
Beijing has been overtaken by elaborate plans for the 60th anniversary of the People's Republic of China's founding.
It is part parade, part military exhibition, with the tightest security
since the 2008 Olympics, banning things like kite flying, model airplanes, carrier pigeons, overnight visitors and sitting on residential
balconies in the area of the National Day parade rehearsals.
Beijing residents are frustrated by the heavy precautions, but the
police are not bending.
"Are you a Chinese or
not?" a policeman reportedly yelled at a complaining
woman. "Don't you have any
patriotic enthusiasm?"
However, despite the
hassles of the preparation,
many see the parade as a
morale and patriotic boost.
Compared to the international nature of the Olympics held in Beijing, the National Day
Parade will have more of an inward focus for the people of China.

"I guess they

• You will soon
meet a new love
interest, but he will
have a girlfriend.
• Soon all of your
teachers will synchronize their test
schedules.
• Bring a jacket;
chapel is muggy.
Forget a jacket;
hypothermia is in
your future.

• Opportunity is
stripped from you
this weekend by
an unsympathetic
teacher.
• Your friendly
demeanor has
attracted a stalker.
• In times of
great rain, your
umbrella will not
be found.

are just like

"I feel like
"We must
insist that the that will

any other
divas."

future not be- soothe the
long to fear." beast."

- ANONYMOUS
ORGANIZER,
on chess players Anatoly Karpov and Garry
Kasparov in Valencia,
Spain, holding a fourday rematch after
protesting about the
lighting.

- PRESIDENT .
OBAMA,
speaking at the U.N.
Wednesday, highlighting a change in the
way the U.S. will interact with the rest of the
world.

Each issue, this section will feature the Bison editorial
staff's favorite Tweets from users on campus. To submit yours, just add #MyBison to your Twitter updates.

In this weather, Harding is reminiscent of Jurassic
Park, except there are no goats or actors to satisfy
the dinosaurs. -indignacious

- PHILLIP INJEIAN,
Pittsburg violin shop
owner commenting
on his plan to have
students play classical music outside the
shop in hopes to calm
possible protests
during the G-20 summit.

Sitting in the Reynolds Center at Harding while
Emma has musical rehearsal. I can hear a xylophone
and someone strangling a cat. - gamyhan
Students should soap up the fountain water again.
Bubble archways to chapel anyone?? - MaeMeg
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Environmental Stewardship Committee

maintains, builds upon green actions
by SAMANTHA
HOLSCHBACH

managing editor
Harding continues to
revamp its activities to favor
the environment, building
upon last year's successful
recycling program.
The Environmental
Stewardship Committee met
Tuesday to review last year's
eco-friendly activity and
implement new efforts.
"This committee is more
than just a figurehead committee," said Dr. Mike James,
chairman of the committee,
a group of Harding faculty
members, students and associates endeavoring to make
Harding 'gre~ner.' "This is
something that's going to
change the landscape of the
school. This will hopefully
be the impetus for change
everywhere we go."
Harding's recycling efforts
commenced last year, in which
about 154,000 pounds ofpaper, plastic bottles and metal
cans were recycled. Startup
costs in supplies, equipment
and labor hovered around
$48,000, but simultaneously
Harding saved $40,000 in
\l\Taste Management costs
because dumpsters were not
filled with nearly as much

recycled material.
'We had a tremendous year
in our first year of existence,"
said Greg Tatera, director of
ARAMARK's building services.
"We are nonstop busy. It's
almost overwhelming."
Since this fall semester's
start, Harding has diverted
64,000 pounds of material
from landfills. That amount
is equivalent to the weight of
ten Hummers. To date, 570
recycling containers are spread
across campus, most recently
in West Married apartments.
Plans are in place to expand
containers to classrooms.
"Human nature being
the way it is, if we can bring
recycling to the classroom,
we're going to have a lot of
success,"Tatera said. "When
that bell rings, [students are]
not necessarily going to seek
out the nearest bottle/paper
recycling container that may
be located somewhere else
- they need to go to class. We
need to get some containers
at the door so they can get
rid of them there. "
Harding also plans to
establish donation bins in the
Student Center for Styrofoam
packaging peanuts. When
students receive packages,
they will be able to donate the
peanuts, which will be sent

to local shipping companies
for reuse.
Glass recycling is occurring on a trial basis in
four dorms. The glass will
remain on campus. Physical
Resources will incorporate
the glass into concrete as a
gravel replacement.
"The glass that students
drink from may become part
of a sidewalk they walk on,"
James said.
Several Harding departments are increasing their
recycled paper use.
The College of Communication has committed
to using only 100 percent
recycled paper.
"If offices can get even 30
percent recycled paper, that's
good," James said.
Tatera is trying to form
an agreement with Staples
in which all campus departments will be able to purchase
recycled paper at a reduced
price, as recycled paper is
more expensive than nonrecycled.
To encourage recycling,
pro-recycling messages will
be placed on soda machines
throughout campus.
Additionally, eco-friendly
changes have transpired
in food services. Reusable
t ake- out containers will

gradually replace the current
Styrofoam containers; 1,000
such containers are en route
to Harding.
Students will be able to
use the containers and return
them to the cafeteria to be
washed. In the meantime,
they would be able to use
already-clean containers.
Removing the cafeteria
trays resulted in a 20 percent
reduction in food waste
during the 2008-09 school
year. Moreover, all fryer oil
produced in the cafeteria
and Student Center is being
reused as biofuels.
Coffee on campus has
also gained a greener look.
All coffee is 100 percent Fair
Trade certified. If students
bring their cup of choice to
Java City, they will enjoy a 10
percent price reduction.
"We're not trying to force
a cup on you [students],"
Tatera said. "We're going to
let you use the cup that you
like to use. "
Moreover, organic material is being distributed from
Harding to Searcy residents
desiring it for compost. The
compost may soon benefit
the community garden near
W est Married .apartments.
HUmanity catalyzed this
garden that is poised to grow,

Increase in Web TV bogging net
Harding Internet slowing under weight of traffic
by KYLIE AKINS

assistant news editor
With the beginning of this school
year came an occasionally difficult
·Internet situation, causing students to
wonder whether this will be the standard for the rest of the semester.
Over the past weeks, the campus's
Internet has been down for a total
of two and a half hours, involving
two separate server crashes. Students
quickly noticed the unavailability.
Freshman Levi Denton was working on a research paper in the library
when the servers crashed.
"It kind of put me behind my
schedule because I had my day all
planned out," Denton said. "It put
me behind on other stuff, and I had
to cancel some things. It really did
affect me. It just happens."
Between the crash es and sporadically unreliable loading times,
some students' schoolwork suffered;
however, frustration seemed to be the
only consequence of the infrequent
Internet problems.
"I had a few problems with it because
we have to submit lab reports online,"
junior Kelley Freeman said. "But our
teachers were very understanding and
pushed back our deadlines."
Keith Cronk, Harding vice president of Information Systems and
Technology, said students should
not be too concerned about th.e two
short server crashes.
"They brought [the servers] back
up again, and they're working fine,"
Cronk said. "That's the confusing
thing. It's good that they're back up,
but it's not good that we don't know

"Why is the Internet slow
sometimes? Because
we have dorms that
are heavy users of the
Internet. ... If 300 people
all of the sudden decide
to watch something from
last night on Hulu, that's
really what is eating up
bandwidth: video."
Keith Cronk
Vice President of Information

Services and Technology
why yet. But we'll work it out."
One of the three domain name
servers the Harding network operates
is presently being serviced. Cronk
explained that the first server crash
may have been related to the increased
amount of malware viruses brought
in every year at the beginning of the
fall semester.
AT&T acts as Harding's Internet
provider, currently supplying a 150
megabits per second connection, a 33
percent increase from last year. Fifty
megabits are dedicated to academic
use, including the departmental buildings and library, and 100 are set apart
for dorm usage, which Cronk sai.d is
more than enough.
"Why is the Internet slow sometimes?" Cronk said. "Because we have
dorms that are heavy users of·the
Internet. It's not like at home with
a DSL connection and one or two
people attached. If 300 people all of
the sudden decide to watch something
from last night on Hulu, that's really

what is eating up bandwidth: video.
And it will continue to do so."
Cronk, an avid fan of ESPN 360
online, said that online TV has become very popular over the past few
years, replacing the strain low-quality
YouTube once had on the Harding
lnternet'w ith high-quality TV shows.
The slower speed of the Internet at
peak times during the day, typically 4
p.m. and between 11 p.m. and 2 a.m.,
is not caused by the record enrollment
this year, Cronk said, but a changing
usage pattern focusing primarily around
. high -quality videos.
Cronk also attributes the increased
usage of bandwidth to the multiple
devices most students connect to their
Internet hook- up.
"Three years ago, people typically
came and plugged in one device to
the orange jack," Cronk said. "But we
have rooms now that are going up to
six devices to the one connection. It's
not just 2800 connections. I t's 2800
times the number of things people
bring."
Cronk e mph asized that the
megabits are split now between the
academic and social Internet, so the
educational aspect, the primary reason
for Harding 's Internet, is effectively
protected.
"What students want to hear is 'We
have more bandwidth, and you'll have
instantaneous response for everything
you'll want to do,"' Cronk said. "And
I'm all for that, but we can't do that
right now. It's just no balance between
keeping the costs where they are, making sure the main reason we're here
has been achieved, and allowing the
social side."

according to senior Zach
Seagle, who tends it.
"It's a good way for students
to get back to being connected
to the earth," Seagle said.
As green transportation
via bicycle expands, the
number of bike racks is set
to increase too.
Currently 60 bike racks
are available.
"I've never seen so many
bikes on campus,"Tatera said.
"We did an inventory last
Thursday in the rain, and I
had one dorm that had room
for 33 bikes, and there _were
40. They were chained to
every post that [their owners]
could find."
Internally, Harding is
transforming its maintenance
functions. Two pieces of
cleaning equipment operate
without chemicals or water.
Five cleaning chemicals are
now green.
Another part of the recycling equation - reuse - is
being addressed through donation efforts. Extra furniture
and other items are stored as
needed in the Ulrey Performing Arts Center.
A recent donation ofseven
chalkboards was sent to the
Harding in Zambia program
upon request, as were 30 desks
sent to El Salvador. Beyond

Harding, a podium and desk
were transmitted to Liberty
Christian School. To date,
Harding has 83 surplus items
warehoused.
"We have a great opportunity as a university to
be a resource for the whole
community,"Tatera said.
Finally, Harding's recycling
program and other eco-efforts can only be successfol if students and faculty
participate.
To benefit participants,
the committee suggested
that a Web site be created
that details Harding's green
transformation and advertises
surplus items.
In the future, dorms may
compete against each other
to be the most eco-friendly .
dorm, whether by turning off lights or reducing
waste. Additionally, perhaps
someday an environmental
lecture series will transpire
on campus. Amid everything,
what matters is that Harding
continually strives to reduce
its carbon footprint, for the
environment's sake and our
own sake.
"The more we can reduce,
the more we can keep trash
out of the waste stream, and
the more savings we can have,"
Tatera said.
·

SURVEY:

Yeakley to touch
on results during lectureship
continued from page la

on that Web page and answer just three anonymous
questions,"Yeakley said. "It's
an open-ended essay. Why
did you leave? What advice
do you have for Churches
of Christ so we'.ll do better
job of ministering to people
who haven't left? Where did
you go?"
Yeakley said he conducted
content analysis on the survey
throughout the summer,
searching for themes ofthose
who left with the Church of
Christ.
"Reading some of those
responses breaks your heart,"
Yeakley said. "Ifl had been in
their kind of congregation or
got treated the way they said
they were treated, I would
have left too."
Yeakley also noted that
it was in the far extremes of
ultra-liberal and ultra-conservative church backgrounds
that m any dropouts were
found. He plans to focus on
this portion of the survey in
his lectureship class entitled
"Church Growth. Why Some
Are Leaving: Most Are Not
Leavip.g."
Yeakley said he wishes to
tell where those who leave
the Church of Christ choose
to go, and noted that out

of 286 valid responses, 59
chose to attend independent
community churches, 59
chose to attend Christian
churches, and the rest were
scattered.
"I'm going to be dealing
with why they left,"Yeakley
said. "One of the first ones
is 'Churches of Christ are
so judgmental. They think
they're the only ones going
to heaven.' '
"My response is that there
are some chu"rches like that,
but that doesn't represent
all of us. I'm taking the
position thatwe don't judge
other people to be saved; we
don't judge other people to
be lost. God didn't give us
that roll."
Yeakley added that another
source ofdropouts was a lack
of discussion regarding grace
and its part in salvation.
"Some of them are saying
they left because there was no
emphasis on grace, or maybe
even a denial ofgrace,'Yeakley
said. "And we do have some
churches where ifyou mention
the word grace two Sundays
in a· row, they think you're
some kind of liberal."
Yeakley will present his
class Tuesday at 9 a.m., 10
a.m . and 3 p.m. in Mclnteer 125.

SA: complaints addressed, Web site up and ·running
continued from page la
"I h ave huge bags full
of change that need to be
rolled and have yet to be
donated to the Clemonses,"
said C lifton.
A common complaint
the Student A ssociation
has received is that there are
not enough parking spots

for the increasing number
of students every semester.
Clifton said the complaint
seems to be more prevalent
than in years past.
" .. . all the rows are too
close together so it's hard
to back out and easy to hit
other cars," senior Nathan
Wilhelm said.

Clifton said any ch~nges
the SA will try to implement
regarding parking will take
a long time to actually accomplish because there is
a lot of negotiation that
takes place.
A new feature that will
be added this sem ester is
an SA Web site.

MEDICAL CENTER

c

Your parents will love knowing you got the best care.

Harding Alumni Serving H arding Students

The site is up and running,
and though its content is not
completely full yet, it will
include updates on service
projects, future activities
and places where students
ca n l eave co mments for
the SA.
Students can visit the site
at www.harding.edu/sa
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OPINION
THE QUOTE

"It shou Id not be cal led the
Security Counci I. It shou Id
be called the terror council."

A HARDING UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PUBLICATION

EDITORIAL STAFF
Blake Mathews
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Bison
SLAKE MATHEWS

~

The

.Feedback
,.,.,..--

Loop

Turning
to the side

G

reed is easy to avoid. Envy
isn't too big of a problem.
MANAGING EDITOR
Lust can be counteracted
Leah Faust
with the right combination of
BUSINESS MANAGER
-MUAMMAR GADDAFI , leader of Libya, speaking for the abolishment of the
Web filters and covered shins in
Jordan Bailey
Security Council at the U.N. General Assembly.
the classroom. Bue the one deadly
COPY EDITOR
sin char seems to prey on Harding
Sarah Kyle
students unabated is anger, or rather,
NEWS EDITOR
the stubbornness with which we
Chris O'Dell
cling to it.
SPORTS EDITOR
I should say sooner rather than
here was a point in my life
ochers like I am supposed to.
later that getting angry is not a sin.
Kim Kokernor
MICH.A.EL NEWSOME
when my parents thought
FEATURES EDITOR
We are nor supposed to_Q_e"==-.-- -There's the canned example ofJesus
I was antisocial. Looking
getting angry and destroying private
prideful or sel&cenrered-!. but we
Sara Shaban
back at it, I do not think I was
are supposed to let God mokfus
OPINIONS EDITOR
property in Matthew 21, though_
antisocial as much as I was anti- the
into his image. We are supposed to
we might categorize that as "zeal"
Noah Darnell
ones I did nor want to love.
PHOTOGRAPHER
fear God and shun evil according
rather than "wrecking shop." Anger
to Proverbs 3:7. We need to let our
I always appeared to be friendly.
Nick Michael
is an emotion and a very natural
I went to parties and hung out with
light shine on its stand, and not hide one at that, so don't chastise yourself
PHOTOGRAPHER
"Love your neighbor as
people.
Bur amid all of chat, I forgot
it Matthew 5: 16 says.
whenever someone makes you mad.
Hagen Arkins
yourself" -Mark 12 :31 .
about the ones whom I did not
If we feel like everyone is
How we ace on our emotions is
ASSISTANT PHOTOGRAPHER
Wait a second, if I hated
against us, there is a problem
consider my friends. I left out the
Craig Rainbolt
what
either pleases God or drives us
who God had made me,
ones who may nor have had friends
from him.
deep within our hearts. We
SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER
then how could I love
cannot control the results of what
to hang out with or who were not
Leah Faust
I should also say char I can only
invited
to
parties.
It
was
nor
until
I
others?
I
kept
beating
we do, but we can controhhe '
write this column because I too
ART EDITOR
circumscances.~We can be devoted
read the verse that says "love your
myself up over every
Kylie Akins
struggle with acting, thinking and
as
yourself"
in
Mark
12:31
to
God's w<?,rd as it says in Aces
bod
neighbor
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
living out of anger. When some
y
little thing. Would I do
We
can
obey
God
and
love
2:42.
that
I
was
convicted
of
my
lack
of
Aerial Whiting
nearly
clips
me
in
traffic,
I
don't
that same thing to others? him like in Deuteronomy 11: 1.
his
love.
ASSISTANT COPY EDITOR
exactly utter a prayer on · or her
Of course not. That is
We
can
love
others
as
it
says
in
At
that
same
point
in
my
life,
I
Chris Bingham
Matthew 5:44. We can let God
behalf Those flare-ups of anger
what the verse is saying,
was depressed. I never let anyone
ILLUSTRATOR
and response can lead to trouble,
know, but deep down inside, I hated
though. If I do not respect guide us as in Proverbs 3:6. God
but the worst of it comes from the
Jeremy D. Beauchamp
promises
great
things
co
those
who
felt
like
myself
with
a
passion.
I
myself as God created
FACULTY ADVISER
slow burn, the simmering anger
love him and follow his will in 1
everything I did was wrong. All my
me, then there is no way
chat festers like a wound left opened
words seemed confusing co others,
John
2:
17.
and
uncleaned. We call chem
I can love others like I
and even when I smiled and put on
When I look back on this
"grudges"
against people we "aren't
CONTRIBUTORS
am supposed to.
the act of "Oh, I am just fine," I was
new kind of love I am supposed
on good terms with." Maybe the
to have for others, I want to
mentally boxing inside, trying as
initial fighting, name-calling and
others with the same kind oflove
hard as I could to achieve a knock
change
who
I
am
and
let
God
legal
threats have subsided, but we
Abby Kellett
that I showed myseJ.£ but I do not
out.
cake control of my life. I wane
still see them through hate-colored
Jessica Ardrey
think I actually knew what that
Those were the hardest times
lenses.
ro be able co flee immorality and
meant.
Brandon Higgins
pursue God's righteousness like in
of my life. I felt like I needed to be
This slow burning anger does not
"Love your neighbor as yourself"
locked up in an asylum. Every time
Zach Seagle
1 Thessalonians 4:3. It is the only
exist in a vacuUm. Ir spreads to your
in Mark 12:31. Wait a second, if
life felt like it was closing in on me,
way I am able to have true love for friends and then to their friends;
Danielle Morales
I hared who God had made me,
others like the same kind of love
·
though, there was always a glimmer
Carly Kester
it ears away at your principles and
Christ had for us when he laid
of hope. There was a girl I liked, and then how could I love others? I kept
down his life.
hollows out the good, loving person
Kate Kuwiczky
beating myself up over every little
whenever I talked to her, I would
char you are capable of being. The
Nick Smelser
thing.
Would
I
do
that
same
thing
feel loved. I always knew that my
anger
becomes your business card,
to ochers? Of course not. Thar is
Hannah Beall
parents loved me, and others cold
MICHAEL NEWSOME is a
and
people
will remember you
what the verse is saying, though. IfI
me that I was loved, bur I seemed
guest contributor for the Bison
Robby Carriger
by
it.
Regardless
of how grievous
do not respect myself as God created and may be contacted at
never to Itel it like I should have.
Michael Newsome
the initial offense was, letting the
me, then there is no way I can love
mnewesome@harding.edu
I knew I was supposed to love
anger turn you into a fiend is never
Greg Lyons
excusable.
So, how should we deal with
someone who wrongs us? First, and
CONTACT US
I cannot stress this enough, don't
be afraid to get angry. Numbing
ast
week,
on
Sept.
17,
Pledge
of
Allegiance
during
ASI
INTERESTED IN CONTRIBUTING?
ZACH SEAGLE.
ourselves to injustice is a greater
lectures, it is hard to distinguish
Nonie Darwish was invited
PLEASE DIRECT SUBMISSIONS TO:
danger than indignation. Touch
co speak by the American
between nationalism and the
The Bison
Studies Institute. Darwish is an
way of the Jesus. For far coo
base with the anger, and plan your
Harding University
long, government symbols have
Arab-American who converted
next move. Will you try to show
900 E. Center
cast shadows over the cross. As
this person what he or she has done
to Christianity after she left the
HU Box 11192
wrong? If so, you may want to put
followers of Jesus we pledge
Middle East.
Searcy, AR 72149
Student Center
allegiance, nor co a flag, but to
your anger back in the box and pull
Following the events of Sept.
"As I sat and listened
Room223
out the love instead. Correcting our
a particular way of life - a way
11, 2001 , Darwish felt led co
bmathews@harding.edu
to the applause for
brothers and sister~ when they err is
of life chat seeks out a genuine
travel around the United States
501-279-4696
an expression of love. Threatening
her disapproval of
relationship with the ocher, the
lecturing against radical Islam.
NEWSROOM
co turn up the heat, caking another
stranger, the Muslim.
More derails about Darwish and
an entire religious
501 -279-447 1
her work can be found on ASI's
and
Eastern
seep
down the path of conflict or
Boch
Western
EDrTOR
and ethni c group, I
link at www.harding.edu/ASI/
countries establish artificial
501-279-4330
likewise resolving to "teach them a
realized that I was
ADVERTISING
events.hem!.
lesson" might satisfy your pride. It
national boarders in an attempt
sitting in the middle
As I sat and listened to the
to undermine che transnational
might satisfy your sense of j usrice.
of a political battle.
applause for her disapproval of an
kingdom. Both nations conjure
Bur you will nor replace conflict
INFORMATION
On one side there is
entire religious and ethnic group,
up the name of God co bless their
with.peace. There will be a friendThe Bison is a campus newspa- I realized that I was sitting in
endeavors. The religious zealots of sized hole in your life where that
Islamic extremism,
per, edited and largely financed
the middle of a political battle.
Islam and Christianity are both
person used co be.
and on the opposite
by students, seeking to provide
The biblical answer is
fighting for a larger political gain
On one side there is Islamic
side is Christian
high-quality journalistic discusand using religion as their catalyst. reconciliation. I'll !er you look up
extremism, and on the opposite
fundamentalism. Both
sion of issues of concern to the
the verses about squaring things
Neither is truly practicing the
side is Christian fundamentalism.
Harding community.
sides are fighting for
away with your brother before you
faith of its respective founders, a
Boch sides are fighting for the
It also serves as an educational same political and religious
the same politi ca l and
make a sacrifice on the altar, bur
faith that should exemplify peace
tool for students, providing
and reconciliation. Rather than
the basic premise is that mucual
ideology, and they use the same
religious ideology, and
practical experience to enhance
cools and arguments. Boch sides
forgiveness
and understanding are
practicing
this
faith,
they
sell
out
they use the same tools
skills learned in the classroom.
use indoctrination co manipulate
co a system a system of corruption the best ways to remove the taint of
and arguments. Both
The Bison recognizes its
their adherents into a particular
and self-satisfying greed.
anger from our actions. And it needs
sides use/indoctrination
responsibility to be accurate and
line of thought by using media
co be removed.
Darwish drew from childhood
objective in its reporting while
to manipulate their
propaganda.
Sometimes, though, mutual
examples of a culture of militarise
upholding the Christian ideals for
adherents
into a
forgiveness isn't available. The
jihad while we grew up In
Both sides are political
which Harding exists.
other person just may not be ready
churches that ritually celebrate
ideologies masked with religion.
parti cular line of
It attempts to serve as a
to reconcile. In that case, which I
,nilicarism
in
songs
such
as
Both sides are civil religions
thought by using media
forum for student perspectives,
"Battle Hymn of the Republic"
sometimes find myself in (when
in which a religious dogma is
propaganda."
welcoming letters to the editor
I'm nor guilty ofic myself), I cake
used co fuel a political agenda.
or participate in national holy
which adhere to ethical and
days. Islam and Christianity have
Both Christianiry's and Islam's
a lesson from the movie "Redbelt."
professional standards and are no
Christian fundamentalism, and
sacredness are desecrated by the
both been guilty of using violence
The 2008 film focuses on an
more than 300 words in lel")gth.
Darwish on Thursday night,
co affirm themselves as God's
state's priorities. Boch sides use
idealistic jujitsu instructor who
Signed columns appearing
are
using the same strategy to
violence to achieve their goals and
elect while labeling the other as
teaches his students that everything
in The Bison are the views of the
manipulate Christians into fearing "infidel" or "terrorist." C hristians
language to justify their violent
in life has a force. We have the
writer and may not reflect the
Muslims.
actions.
option of either embracing that
have placed the ideals of national
official policy of the Harding UniUsing rogue examples like
security over the idles of peace or
force, deflecting it or opposing it
Darwish claimed that leaders
versity administration. Unsigned
Egyptian church burnings
with our own force. "Turn to the
self-sacrifice.
of radical Islam use fear as a
columns represent the view of
and radical preaching in local
side," the instructor says. "Why
Is it time yet for C hristians
tactic to exert political power
the editorial board.
mosques, Darwish turned
oppose it?" Ifyou cannot embrace
and Muslims to engage in
over the religion's adherents. In
' The Bison is published by
uncommon events into hasty
the other person in his or her anger,
dialogue before engaging in
using this fear, a system of hatred
Harding University, Searcy, AR
generalizations about Middle
simply deflecting it without striking
war? Could it be that C hristians
is perpetuated co the adherents
72149. Subscription rate: $10 per
Eastern culture as a whole.
of Christianity, manipulating
back may be the best option. Turn
could learn from their Muslim
year.
Christians and Muslims alike
Muslims into being afraid of the
co the side, and pray that a greater
neighbors while Muslims can
Periodical postage (USPS
wake up each morning to fearWest.
learn from Christians?
Force than you comes along and
577600) paid at Searcy, AR
fueled images in the media chat ·
Sitting in the Benson char
brings forgiveness.
72143. Postmaster: Send address
are used co demonize the ocher's
night, I could nor help but
ZACH SEAGLE is a guest
changes to Harding University
culture.
recognize rhe same fear tactics
contributor for the Bison and
BLAKE MATHEW S serves as the
Box 11192, Searcy, AR 72149With
images
of
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may be cohtacted at zseagle@ editor- in-chief for the 2009in her speech chat she criticized
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flag and the recitation of the
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t seems that brides-to-be are
popping up all over campus,
hardly worth raising an eyebrow
in an environment swirling with
rituals like "three swings and a ring,"

slow drawl, offered me a degree
in exchange for a few rests, a few
thousand dollars and the letters
of his favorite word, I'd start
spelling with a "l<." As a student,
the one and only obligation I
have is to increase in wisdom
and knowledge. Why would I
throw that away for a cubicle,
·a Jetta and a home in suburbia?
College is not some four-year
lucid dream we need to awake
from; it is our last chance to
figure ourselves out. A student is
an epitome of self-determ:ination.
My father once told me that
the moment we stop crying to
better ourselves is the moment
we fail. If you h ave fo ught tooth
and nail through college up
to this point just to pass your
classes, this message is not for
you. If you have a 3.5 GPA
and still manage to watch three
hours of television a night, I am
speaking to you. I cannot say chis
strongly enough: The only thing
you are entitled to as· a student
is the opp6rruniry to learn.
Everything. else, you must earn.
A student is nor the path of least
resistance. A student is the most
arduous mountain trail.
A bagel will decay. A paper
will be thrown out. A list of
classes will become obsolete.
A number will be forgotten. A
doctor, a lawyer and a CEO will
all retire. And the plans that you
make for the future are beyond
your control. I sincerely hope we
are not simply the sum of our
actions. A student is one who
hopes with me and holds stock
in the only sure thing: her own
soul.

eprember on Harding's
campus means students are
making their final choices
about which social clubs they will
pledge. This can be a stressful time
for students who are torn between
clubs, so I've taken the liberty
of creating a guide for choosing
social clubs - kind of like a
"Chicktionary" for social clubs, you
might say. Enjoy.
1. The College of Business
Administration: These are the men's
social clubs that require members
to have a major in the COBA,
particularly in the accounting
field. They speak only in terms of
assets and liabilities, and they see
no middle ground. Assets to them
include, and are limited to, the
following: students who love the
Wall Street Journal; males from
the states of Arkansas, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Tennessee
or Florida; SEC football fans;
camouRage owners or students with
experience in athletic competition.
Particularly intriguing to this group
are students who attended private
high schools and came to Harding
to play on athletic teams. Ifyou are
interested, please;top by and apply
with them. You will be required
to complete an Excel competency
test and present your transcript for
review to determine when you can
sit for the CPA exam.
2. The Cheerleaders: Only past
and present cheerleaders can be
chosen for these clubs. Can you do
a toe touch? Can you perform a
textbook herkie? Are you a tumbling
phenom? If so, you will fit right in.
If you can't help them win Spring
Sing, they do grant some exceptions
under very strict circumstances. For
instance, ifyou went to Central
Arkansas Christian in Little Rock,
you're in. If you like the following
conversation, you're golden: "Like,
oh my gosh! Are you an Arkansas
Razorback fan? Do you, like, totally
paint those little Razorbacks on your
face at the games? Me too! We're
so cure. Welcome in, girl." The
Cheerleader and the COBA student
are typically in cahoots, so don't
bother pledging if you don't want to
go to a Hogs game with them, girl.
3. The Chameleons: These clubs
represent a large portion of the
campus population. Their members
are hard to classify, as they enjoy
multiple activities. For this reason,
they usually break up into subphyla.
In one of the Chameleon Clubs,
you may find any of the following:
the Gooftroops; the "clothing is
optional in the dorms" guys; the
"anything not organic ~poils the
earth" girls; the goofy-looking
athletes; the "I've got so much
club pride that I'm going to play
club football in my jersey" guys;
the "I don't need a man" girls; the
apathetics; and many, many more.
Members of these dubs could likely
fir into other clubs in their own
unique way, bur they choose to flock
together.
4. The Copycats: Members of
these dubs really struggle to be
original. As a result, they pick and
choose things from other clubs that
they like and pass them off as their
own. Do you want to steal other
dubs' mixer ideas and tweak them?
Do you pride yourself on gathering
pledge week ideas from other dubs?
Did you like hearing a member of
a club say they are "like (insert dub
name here), bur more (insert holierthan-thou adjective here)"? If the
answer to any of these questions is
yes, the Copycats may be for you.
There we have it, folks. That is all
you need to know about social dubs
on Harding's campus. As you get
ready for visitation in a few weeks,
keep chis guide in mind so that you
can choose the perfect dub for you.
Or maybe you can start your own
Copycat Club if you're just really
digging parts of another club and
don't want to go through pledge
week.

GREG LYONS is a guest
contrib utor for The Bison and
may be contacted at glyons@
hardin g.edu

BRANDON HIGGIN S is a guest
contributor for The Bison and
may be contacted at bhiggins@
harding.edu
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ring ceremonies and bell rower
escapades in which a man carries
the woman he wants to marry
underneath.
As newly banded fiancees
embark on a path to the aisle, they
are faced with endless choices:
outdoor ceremony, or indoors?
Afternoon, or evening? Wedding
planner, or do-it-yourself? A-line, or
or ages women have come
empire? Chiffon; or silk? Hair up, or
together over coffee,
down? DJ, or band?
cocktails or late-night
Amid a maddening array of
phone calls to analyze the puzzling
decisions, I encourage you to choose
behavior of men. We make up
green - that is, make elements of
stupid excuses to explain why a
your wedding earth-friendly in
guy acts the way he does. But the
some way. There is no better time
honest truth as to why he's not
to favor narure: Climate change
dating, qlling or marrying you is:
threats constantly permeate the
He's just not that into you.
news, industries continue to polThe book and movie "He's
lute our resources and the human
Just Not That Into You" have
population inflates. As a bride-rohelped women realize why men
be myself, I (and my fiance, Dan)
act the way they do, bur they miss
have placed the environment at
minor situations that women
the forefront of nearly all decisions.
find themselves in all the time. It
Doing so has furnished us with an
could be a "booty-call," but we'll
energized, clear conscience and has
call it a pick-me-up. You'll get
trimmed frivolous excess from our
used or played thinking a guy is
Big Day,'induding costs. Ifsaving
interested in you when really he
money and the environment appeals
just needs a little attention. Lee's
to you, too, consider tweaking some
take a deeper look at what might be
elements that will not detract from
happening . . .
your dream nuptials. And ifyou're
If he only talks to you when
not banded yet, feast on some green
he's lonely or when he's bored,
inspiration for when your time
he's just not that into you. If he
comes.
Facebook chats you randomly and
Perhaps the most important desays he's bored then he's only using
cision you can make for yourself and
you as a back-up chick. G uys will
the environment is choosing your
look for the easiest target, because
venue. A lot hinges on your decithey're lazy, l£ng girl is digging
~----sion: how far your guests will travel,
chem one night, they look for a
how the ceremony will transition to
last resort to boost their egos. Men
the reception, and how the place's
like attention, plain and simple,
vibe will affect everyone. If you opt
just as much as women do. They
for a location close to the majority
want to be noticed and liked, and
of guests, you'll reduce the amount
when they aren't getting that from
of carbon emissions produced via
traveling. If you desire a venue that's
inherently eco-friendly, search for a
facility that is LEED-certified (Leadership in Energ-; and Environmental
D esign) or donates part of your fee
to environmental causes - my wedirst, I will tell you what a
ding venue, the Schlitz Audubon
student is not. A student
Nature Center in Milwaukee, Wisc.,
is not a means to an end.
does both. Even some churches
A student is not a potential
possess these characteristics. Check
docto r, lawyer or business owner.
out www.usgbc.org and click on
A student is not a grade point
"directories" to find LEED-certified
average. A student is not a list
buildings in any state. If an outdoor
of major course requirements,
setting appeals to you, check out
a series of papers and exams, or
naturally beautiful botanical garan empty cup of coffee and a
dens, beaches and parks that require
half-eaten bagel. I am suggesting
minimal decorations.
a model of education· so radical
As for finding a green caterer,
char its first name is "liberal."
the search is getting easier. Even
Suppose that President David
a caterer who doesn't specialize in
Burks were to approach you
organic foods can customize your
today and offer this deal: Pass
menu to include as much recycled
a series of exams from your
and organic material as possible.
remaining courses, pay the
The organic caterer I originally
appropriate amount of tuition,
desired was booked on my wedding
and without another single day
date, but even so, my alternative
caterer created an eco-friendly menu in class, you can receive your full
diploma. Would you rake him up
for me - at virtually no extra cost
on his offer?
- that incorporates local, seasonal
Most animals h ave realized
food whenever possible. If you have
some kind of reward system.
one entree that's vegetarian, you
Many have developed a
automatically help the environment
rudimentary society and
since producing meat is extremely
societal roles. A handful of
labor-and resource-intensive. As
more intelligent creatures even
an added bonus, vegetarian entrees
value delayed gratification. But .
typically cost less.
in all creation, only human
Additionally, you can save
beings comprehend the abstract
money - and trees - ifyou send
concept of "bettering oneself." A
save-the-dares via a wedding Web
student is the realization of pure,
site like www.theknot.com or www.
unadulterated self-improvement.
ersy.com. Look for invitations
The liberal arts are nor some
printed on recycled paper, as found
burden cast off by the junior
at www.OblationPapers.com, Www.
year. Medieval universities
earthlyaffair.com and www.custom. adopted the seven classical liberal
paper.com.
arts as the essential qualities of
I've merely touched the tip of
an edu cated person. Sch olars
the wedding cake when it comes to
valued a man of understanding
greening your Big Day. Seay tuned
for more green wedding tips, includ- over a man of skill, not because
of some pedantic obsession,
ing how to make your white wedbut because a wise m an will
ding gown green, sans the dye.
learn and practice his skill with
SAM HOLSCHBACH serves
prudence, deliberation, and
as the managing editor for the
innovation.
Bison and may be contacted at
The modern liberal arts have
changed to suit our sociery, but
sholschb@harding.edu
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someone consranrly they'll turn
towards anyone who can give it to
them.
If he's randomly rexting you one
word like "Hey" and then drops
off the face of the earth, he's not
looking for a conversation, he's
looking for a pick-me-up. Even
previous boyfriends can have chat
effect on you. They know you
so well that they can push the
right buttons to make you want
to talk to them. They use that
vulnerability to get the attention
they need. 'Ihen you're left feeling
frustrated that he doesn't open
up, that it's completely random,
or. it's not going anywhere. Guys
have a hard time opening up and
"sharing" their feelings. Duh, we
know that. But we still answer his
text and hope he will suddenly spill
his life story or deeply repressed
feelings for us.
We'rn hopeless romantics trying
to find our Prince Charming. Bur
I don't think he's the one if he texts
"The only thing great about my day
was you; talk to you the next time
I'm bored". ·
What can you do to avoid any

kind of users.and abusers? Make it
known you don't want to be treated
that way. If he's texting you just so
he can get attention from someone
call him out on it. The only way
he'll realize you are not a last resort
is if you do not put yours~lf in that
situation. You can easily rum off
your phone and go our with your
friends. Why interrupt perfectly
good sleep for a waste of text?
I know what you are thinking.
You are being biased; girls do
it too, which is true. We aren't
so innocent. I know firsthand
women flirt with guys just to get
compliments. Or we'll have one
person we use to flirt with because
we're having a "dry spell" in our
love lives and need a little affection
and attention. But using someone
for a self-esteem boost isn't the best
way to get through the day. Not
co mention chat's the fast-crack to
losing a good &iend.
Just remember, nobody wants
to be used, wd no one wants to be
a last resort. When you really look
at it, the truth hurts, but when you
stop making excuses for guys or
girls, you-can see that you're meant
to be created better.
DANIELLE MORALES is a guest
contributor for The Bison and may
be contacted at dmorales@harding.
edu
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"The modern liberal
arts have changed to
suit our society, but
the intent remains the
same: You wi 11 benefit
no matter what disci pline you pursue."
the intent remains the same:
Honest study of these will equip
and inform you fundamentally;
you will benefit no matter what
discipline you pursue. Teach a
man to think, and whatever he
does, he will do it thou ghtfully.
A student is the woman who
stopped eating at the catfish joint
and learned how to fish.
H ere is a complaint that
never fails to make me grit
my teeth: ''I'll never use this
once I graduate." I suppose if
you never intend to employ
ordered, logical reasoning, the
study of mathematics truly is
useless to you. If your chosen
career requires that you b e
clueless about fundamental
human nature, then I grant that
history courses hold no value for
you. If awful communication
skills make up your most
cherished attributes, then your
composition class really is a
waste of time. A student seizes
every last bit of knowledge like
a child gathering candy from a
split pifi.ata.

If the president of our dear
university ambled up to my
chapel sear tomorrow and in his
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Right:
"It's my favorite verse,
Psalms 23, ~I wanted
to always have it with me.
I got my inftials becausa
your name is au you
~ve in you.- life." - Caleb
$immons, Kinesiology

Below:
"Ifs a remfnderthat Christ

has my heart and no one
else can have it." • Melissa
FabfY, Graphic Design

-·

"My tattoo reminds me of
where I've been and how
far I've come." • BreMa
Shettlesworth,Nursin1

Below:
"Back in ancient times
people used stars to '
navigate home, antso the
stars on my wrist represent
how God has alWays had
a way for me to navigate
back home to hlm. I've
called my mom a teddy
bear for years, and so I
got the bear in her favorite
childhood cQlors, blue and
red, so that represent$ my
mom." • Dan Amstutz, B8'1&
and Religion
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1V olleyball team setting up for future
by HANNAH BEALL
student writer
With a new setter in place,
and a faster running offense, the
upcoming season looks bright
for the 2009-10 Lady Bison
volleyball team. The girls got
off to a good start and are currently 13-2. The team seems to
have high hopes for the rest of
the season.
Though there are not as many
incoming freshmen as last year, the
team is still fairly young, with only
two seniors.
Despite the small number
of upperclassmen, this does not
seem to be a hindrance to the
team overall.
"Yeah, we're a young team," Head
Coach Keith Giboney said. "But
having this young talent makes me
know that we'll have greater talent
down the road."
The first tournament of the
season was a success with the
team beating East Central 3-1 and
grabbing a 3-0 win against Texas
Women's in the Texas Women's
University Tournament. Returning
outside hitter and senior Manuela
Nesheva had her highest hitting
percentage of the season with
27 kills in four sets in addition
to 10 digs in the match against
East Central.
"She can just do things that you
can't teach," Giboney said.
The Lady Bisons also got their
first shutout win of the season
against Texas Women's. Sophomores
Emily Tate and Amber Parker led
the defense with 11 digs each, and
Nesheva again led the offense with
15 kills.
"The tournament [at] Texas
Women's University was where
we started coming together as a
team,"Nesheva said. "In the first
tournament, we were starting to
figure out what works and what
[does] not on the court. It seemed

Photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Junior Samantha Anderson and sophomore Alex Smith attempt to block a spike from the opposing team in a recent match at Rhodes
Fieldhouse. The Lady Bisons won 13 of their first 15 matches to start the 2009-10 season.

that there we started becoming
more consistent."
Not only did the tournament
victories encourage the team;
they also showed the team what
needed improvement.
This tournament was good,"
sophomore setter Jessica Heimrich
said. "We had a really good bench,
and we got to see what we needed
to work on"
This year, Heimrich is a key
player in the new offense. The
team runs a 5-1 offense, which
is where there are five hitters
and one setter, who sets in every
rotation. But because of the faster
offense this year, it's more of a
glorified 4-2.

"I felt like a much faster offense was important for our team
to be able to compete with other
teams who do the same thing,"
Heimrich said.
Adjusting to new players who
have a major role in offense or
defense can be a difficult task,
but the Lady Bisons seemed to
have no problem adjusting to a
new setter.
"Jess worked really hard this
summer," redshirt freshman Jordan
Smith said. "She's more confident
than last year, and she's talking
more. We're really learning how
to stay consistent throughout a
whole game."
Though the faster offense was

definitely an advantage and made for totally different than last year.
better competition against opponents, It's more fun, and we're all more
it still took some adjusting to.
gutsy. I think that is because we
"It was a little bit harder for do have a setter that takes more
me specifically to adjust to the chances."
new style, but I see the benefits
This year, the Lady Bisons will
of it. Sometimes a play works just host the GSC Tournament. Every
because it is fast,"Nesheva said. "I year is different, and every team
think the team likes the fact that has as good a chance as any to win
we can be faster and more effective the tournament. The Lady Bisons
on the court."
seem to be on their way to doing
With a completely different just that.
"It seems like this year we
strategy than last year, most of
the girls adjusted well to a new communicate better on the court,
setter who seems to be successfully and that is [a] very important part
carrying out this new offensive of the game,"Nesheva said. "We
strategy.
also make sure we encourage each
"Everyone is stepping up," other a lot, which makes practice
sophomore Leshae Belt said. "It's and games more fun."

Golf programs tee off season with
by KATE KUWITZKY
student writer
The Harding women's and men's golfteams
are off to a hot start, finishing first and third
respectively in their last tournament.
The men's team is coming offa disappointing finish to last year's season, in which they
placed 9th in the Gulf South Conference.
With the addition of four new players to
this year's team, Coach Dustin Howell is
confident they will improve.
''All four were highly recruited talent, and
I'm proud that they will represent Bison golf
for Harding," Howell said.

Brandon Cauldwell, Lewis Jackson, Blake
Chase, and Ryan Hadash are all expected to
be key contributors this year.
Howell also hopes an overhauled practice
schedule will help the team's play.
"I gave our golfpractice schedule a complete
makeover to target our key areas that needed
improvement: short game," Howell said.
The Bisons will also take advantage ofthe opportunity to practice at two local courses, Searcy
Country Club and The Course at River Oaks.
The hard work seems to be paying off
already. Freshman Blake Chase broke the
university record for a two-round tournament
and led the team to a third place finish at the

Bison Fall Classic earlier this week.
The Bisons are looking to crack the top
five in the conference this year with the
strong play of their freshman.
The Lady Bisons are also entering play
with high expectations. The Lady Bisons
finished sixth in the Gulf South Conference
tournament last season but are confident they
can do better this year.
"I have very high expectations," Coach Nicky
Boyd said. "I think if our freshmen continue
to improve, we have a chance of challenging
for the conference championship."
The Lady Bisons added three highly touted
recruits, including the Arkansas 3A state cham-

n~w
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pion So-Yun Kim. Kim also earned All-State
honors twice in her high-school career.
The Lady Bisons are already benefiting
from strong freshman play. They won their
first tournament of the season earlier this week
behind the outstanding play of So-Yun Kim,
who shot a record low 150 in the two-round
tournament and took home the individual
win. So-Yun Kim and Ragan Muncy also
tied for fourth.
Both the Bison and Lady Bison golf teams
will play a tough regular season schedule in
preparation for what they hope will be a successful Gulf South Conference tournament
this spring.

Crabtree putting career in danger before it begins
CHRISO'DELL

The
Leadoff
s

ome things never seem to
fade away. Like Paris Hilton in the tabloid headlines,
Michael Jackson death rumors
and rerun episodes of"Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air," the painfulto-watch soap opera known as
the Michael Crabtree contract
negotiations still lingers in San
Francisco.
Crabtree, who has been holding out for a better contract than
, the 49'ers offered, or maybe just
for the attention he knew he
would receive, feels he should be
paid like a top five pick, despite
being the 10th overall pick in
this year's NFL draft. He has
also made it clear he should be
the highest-paid wide receiver in
the draft, regardless of being the
second receiver taken in the first
round.
As if that wasn't idiotic
enough, the former Texas Tech

Red Raider has even said he is
prepared to sit out the entire
2009 NFL season and re- enter
the draft next year. Can he really
be serious?
First came reports during the
NFL Combine that Crabtree
was a "diva" receiver who craves
attention. Then the receiver's
college head coach, Mike Leach,
publicly stood up for his former
player and bashed Eric Mangini
for calling Crabtree a diva. Leach
even said he never once saw
"diva-type behavior" from his star
wide receiver.
Way to make not only yourself
but also your former coach look
like a complete fool.
Someone might want to
remind Crabtree who the head
coach of the 49'ers is, because he
isn't dealing with Mike Leach
anymore. For those of you who
might not know, a hard-nosed
former NFL great by the name
of Mike Singletary now runs San
Francisco's football team. And
he is not the man you want to
mess with, especially whei:i you
have yet to prove anything in
the NFL. It is highly unlikely

Singletary will cave and suggest
offering Crabtree more money
than the 49'ers initial offer. He is
more likely to be the person to
suggest completely pulling the
offer off the table altogether.
On what planet does the
position several mock drafts
have you going at guarantee
you money in the biggest sports
league in America? Because
although the mock drafts might
have had Crabtree going in
the top five, the only draft that
matters, the NFL draft, had
him 10th.
Yes, Michael Crabtree might
end up being a star receiver in
the NFL. Some scouts have used
words like "spectacular" and "unparalleled" to describe his ability
on the football field. However,
the road Crabtree is heading
down is a very dangerous one.
In fact, unparalleled might be a
good word to use for Crabtree's
stupidity. Multiple athletes have
had "spectacular" ability coming out of college, only to end
up using that ability working for
minimum wage.
Take Matt Harrington for

example. The former high school
pitching phenom from California was as highly touted as they
come. He showed enough potential that the Colorado Rockies
drafted Harrington with the
seventh overall pick in the 2000
MLB draft.
However, Harrington thought
he was better than the $4. 9 million offer the Rockies offered,
and he decided to re-enter the
2001 draft. He then re-entered
the 2002 draft, the 2003 draft,
the 2004 draft and so on.
It was reported earlier this
year that Harrington is now
earning $11.50 an hour installing
tires at Costco.
And how can anyone forget former NBA star Latrell
Sprewell? The four-time NBA
All- Star rejected a three-year
deal from the Minnesota Timberwolves worth $21 million
because he said it wasn't enough
money to "feed his family." Not
only did the Timberwolves not
re-sign Sprewell, but Sprewell
and his ego never played in the
NBA again.
ESPN featured a story on

Sprey.rell last year, and the
former T -Wolves guard recently
defaulted on a S1.5 million mortgage and has been forced to sell
his private yacht for far less than
market value.
These are just a few of the
stories for young athletes to be
aware 0£
Who knows, maybe Crabtree
will use this season to bulk up on
muscle, improve his 40 time and
rest his injury-prone ankle. Then
perhaps he could find a better
home in next year's draft - one
that will pay him what he thinks
he deserves.
More than likely, however,
he, Harrington and Sprewell will
find themselves in very similar
situations: gone from the public
eye, depressed, forgotten and
reminiscing about what could
have been. If only they had not
let their ego and their greed get
the best of them.
CHRIS O'DELL

serves as the sports editor for
the 2 009-2 010 Bison.
He may be contacted at
codell@harding.edu
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Bison Notes
Harding third
at Bison Fall
Golf Classic
information courtesy of HU
Sports Information

Freshman sets new
school record
Harding University freshman
Blake Chase shattered the school
record for a two-round tournament and led the Bisons to a third-

place finish at the Bison Fall Golf
Classic on Monday and Tuesday at
the Stone Links Golf Course.
Chase, a native of Colleyville,
Texas, who is making his Harding
debut, tied a 30-year-old school
record by shooting 66 in the first
round. He followed that with a 70
in round two for a total of 136, six
strokes better than the previous
school record of 142 set by Dusty
Gourley at last year's Bison Fall
Golf Classic.
Harding's first round score of
284 was the second-best singleround score in program history,
and the 285 shot in round two
was third. The Bisons' score of 569
broke the previous school record

of 583, set last season at the Bison
Fall Golf Classic.
The Bisons had two other individuals in the top 10. Sophomore
Bruce McMullen was eighth at
142 and freshman Lewis Jackson
was ninth at 144.
The Bisons next play Monday
and Tuesday at the Flagler College
Invitational in St. Augustine, Fla.

Last Saturday, Kirwa placed second at the Memphis Twilight Cross
Country Classic. He completed
the four-mile course in 19 minutes,
12.91 seconds.
Kirwa, a native of Burnt Forest,
Kenya, has finished first or second in
eight ofhis nine career cross country
races.
Kirwa and the Bisons placed fifth
as a team.

Kirwa earns top
honors in GSC

Lady Bison Soccer
opening GSC play

Harding University sophomore
Daniel Kirwa was named the Gulf
South Conference Cross Country
Runner of the Week on Thursday.

The Harding women's soccer
team looks to rebound after two
loses this past weekend as they host

Alabama-Huntsville to open Gulf
South Conference play Friday at
7:30 p.m. The Lady Bisons are 1-51 on the season.
The Lady Bisons are looking
for their first conference opener
win since 2006, when they defeated Montevallo, 3-0. Harding has
a 5-4-1 advantage over AlabamaHuntsville. The Lady Bisons have
either' won or tied their last five
meetings with the Lady Chargers.
The Lady Bisons are led by
freshman midfielder Tabitha
McReynolds who has three goals
on the season. Senior midfielder
Minnie Guzman has collected one
goal and two assists for the Lady
Bisons.

HUD Cup catalyzes
friendships, physical activity
by SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH

is strictly for fun, but there is an incentive
for wi~ning the most tournaments: a golden
HUD Cup trophy, emblazoned with past
Freshmen encounter endless possibili- winning dorms.
ties upon entering college, causing some to
HUD Cup will only take place in fall
retreat to their room's safety. To reduce the because of scheduling conflicts in spring,
unfamiliar, Harding University's Student ranging from Spring Sing to clubs an'd
Association has introduced the HUD Cup, service organizations.
tournaments designed to kindle friendship
"We want to keep numbers up, and I think
and physical activity.
doing this in the fall semester is the best way
"The goal of HUD Cup is to get students, for that to happen;" Bryan Clifton, Student
mainly freshmen, to interact with other Association president said.
students before the whole [club] pledging
HUD Cup originated in the 2004-05
process really kicks into gear," said senior Bo school year and lasted for three years. HUD
Bailey, the director of HUD Cup. "A lot of Cup slowly dissolved as its organizational
freshmen spend half the time in their room structure collapsed, so Clifton has given
because they don't know anyone o r have the Office of Student Life more tournaanything to do. HUD Cup allows them to ment duties because of its stability. Clifton
interact with guys and girls who they might said having the Student Association solely
not otherwise see."
spearhead HUD Cup would not be ideal,
Tournaments spread throughout the fall as the Student Association's representatives
semester will offer a variety of sports. Three- change each year, bringing in new priorities
on-three basketball games are scheduled from that could exclude the tournaments.
Sept. 20 to 26. Due to club activities, HUD
"We decided to bring it [HUD Cup] back
Cup will not be offered in October. It will because it's a good program that died off and
resume in November with ultimate Frisbee needed to be resurrected," Clifton said.
Nov. 2-6 and water polo Nov. 16-19. These
Geared towards incoming freshman, HUD
events are subject to change but will be cur- Cup is hoped to be a catalyst for forming
rent on the Student Association calendar in friendships that last throughout college, if
the Student Center. General details will be not lifetimes.
available at www.harding.edu/sa.
"I hope the participants in HUD Cup walk
To participate, students form teams within away with a few friendships or use it at least
their dorms and sign up through their Resident as an ice breaker to allow them the potential
Assistant. Competition between dorm teams to make friendships," Bailey said.

student writer

Emily
Tate
• Led the Lady Bisons with
17 digs in its conference
opener
• Helped her team defeat
Southern Arkansas 3-0

What to look for in upcoming NEL season_~
ROBBY CARRIGER

Guest Sports
Column
s

o, I just watched the
opening Sunday of the
2009 NFL season, and
there are a handful of things
I can tell you for sure.
1. Drew Brees and Adrian
Peterson are ridiculous. 2.
Mark Sanchez looked good;
Matthew Stafford, not so
much. 3. 38-yea~-old Kurt
Warner finally looked his
age. 4. My fantasy team is
awful. 5.The Lions and Rams
are worse.
Beyond those five thoughts,
there is not much else I can
say for sure about this season. The Giants, Cowboys,
Patriots, Colts and Steelers
will all once again be good,
so we don't really need to
address that. With that said,
here are some teams that may
surprise you this year and
the ones that will leave you
disappointed.

Jump on the Bandwagon
Now
New York Jets - Does
anyone else feel like Mark
Sanchez is the reincarnation
of A.C. Slater? The rookie
looked like a seasoned veteran
against the Texans in his NFL
regular season debut. If he

is able to play that solidly
all season long, the Jets may
be poised to make a playoff
run. That is, if they can win
the big homecoming game
against Valley.
Seattle Seahawks - People
forget that this was a really
good football team just a
couple years ago. A very forgettable 2008 soured people
on Seattle, but with Matt
Hasselbeck finally healthy,
the Seahawks actually may
surprise people. The acquisitions ofJulius Jones and T.J.
Houshmandzadeh created a
potentially explosive offense,
and now EdgerrinJames adds
his name to the list of more
than 30 superstars in Seattle.
But seriously, with the NFC
West looking more like the
NFC Weak, it may be an
easy road to the playoffs for
the Seahawks.
Chicago Bears - Yes, I know
Jay Cutler looked absolutely
awful against Green Bay. I am
chalking that up to jitters, seeing as it was his Bears debut
against the hated Packers, a
nerve-racking game for anyone. And I have no issue with
pushing my favorite team. I
am wearing a Jay Cutler shirt
as I write this.
But seriously, if Cutler
settles in, the combination of
him and Matt Forte should
be dangerous. Devin Hester
looks like he may actually turn

out to be a decent receiver,
and the defense looked really
good. OK, so maybe I am
trying to convince myself
more than I am those ofyou
reading this ... more on the
Bears later.

Don't get our hopes up
Arizona Cardinals - They
came within a minute of
winning the Super Bowl last
season, and with their receiving corps they should still be
taken seriously. However,
the odds of Warner actually
coming remotely close to
repeating his 2008 form are
slim to none, and a handful
of unproven running backs
means Warner will have to
be the deciding factor for
Arizona this season. I just
really cannot see it happening
again for l:he Cards this year,
especially after their showing
against San Francisco.
Carolina Panthers - A
headline in the Charlotte
Observer after their season
opening loss read "Delhomme,
Panthers back in playoffform."
This of course is in reference
to Carolina's 20-point loss to
Arizona in the playoffs last
year, in which quarterback
Jake Delhomme threw five
interceptions and the Panthers
gave up 33 consecutive points.
Delhomme opened 2009 the
same way, throwing for just 73
yards and four interceptions
en route to being awarded

Back to School
Windshield Repair Special!
Fix the glass chips in your
windshield before the cold
weather makes them worse!
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• Windshield repair and Replacement
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player of the game by the
Philadelphia Eagles. Even the
rushing abilities ofJonathan
Stewart and DeAngelo WilIiams will not be enough to
save Carolina this year.
Houston Texans - A lot
of people have the Texans
as the sexy sleeper pick of
this season, but they looked
horrendous in their opener,
and Steve Slaton not only
killed my fantasy team but
struggled mightily to get things
going. In a division with the
Colts and Jags, I do not think
Houston is going to be able
to keep up this year.
Detroit Lions, St. Louis
Rams - I couldn't resist ....

ROBBY CARRIGER is a
guest sports columnist for
the 2009-2010 Bison . He
may be contacted at
rcarrigge@harding.edu
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Women's
literature class
to be offered

Digging some archaeology

by AERIAL WHITING

assistant copy editor

photo by NICK MICHAEL I The Bison
Students listen to Dale Manor as he recounts his experiences in the field of archeology during his presentation Tuesday, Sept. 14. Manor uses his expertise to teach an archeology class .at Harding.

A tale of two cultures
Nonie Darwish speaks on Christianity and Islam
by JORDAN BAILEY

copy editor

Nonie Darwish, the first
American Studies Institute
speaker of the semester, spoke
in the Benson Auditorium
Thursday, Sept. 17. Her presentation focused on her views
about Islam based on her life
in Egypt and her conversion
to Christianity.
Darwish was born in Cairo
and raised in the Gaza Strip
as a Muslim. Her father was
head of Egyptian military
intelligence in Gaza and was
charged by then- president
Nasser of Egypt to destroy
Israel.1his took the form of
guerilla-style warfare. When
Darwish was 8,her father was
assassinated.
According to Darwish,
President Nasser used her
father's death to call people
to continue the fight against
Israel.
The president and his guards
visited Darwish's family, and
the children were asked by
soldiers which of them would
avenge their father's blood by
killing Jews.
Darwish said her childhood was inundated with
anti-Semitism as the leaders
of the nation indoctrinated
children with hatred ofJews.
According to Darwish, children were taught poetry about
dying to cause the deaths
of infidels and told not to
take candy from strangers
because Jews were trying to
poison them.
"They simply filled our ·
hearts with fear of the Jewish
people," Darwish said.
After the attacks on Sept.
11, Darwish called friends
and family in Egypt to receive
comfort, but they told her the
Jews had planned the attack
as a conspiracy. Another
theory she reported hearing
was that Jews had caused a
recent tsunami because most
of the people killed were
Muslims.
"Blaming Jews for everything Muslims do is a habit,"
Darwish said.
Darwish said Arab countries finance terrorism, and
terrorism is not rooted in the
Arab-Israeli conflict because
it existed before the occupation. She said the impossible
way of life created by jihad,
defined by her as Muslim holy
strife or war, is responsible
for the suffering of Israelis
and Palestinians.
She began speaking publicly
about Islam after the attacks
of Sept. 11 because she said a
visit to Egypt made her worry
about America, and the head
of the terrorists involved in
that attack were from Cairo,
her hometown.

Darwish defined jihad attacks against non-Muslims
based on her reading of after mosque, services on
Muslim texts as "to war with Friday.
non-Muslims to establish
"Such a religion opened
religion" and a permanent itself to criticism because it
war institution against chose to be a state,''Darwish
Christians,Jews and infidels. said.
She said Muslim rulers are
Darwish chose to becompared to gods because come a Christian after her
their pictures and statues immigration to the United
are everywhere, and people States. She was discouraged
kiss the hands ofleaders like by the message she heard in a
mosque in California, so she
Saddam Hussein.
According to Darwish, dissociated herself from any
this attitude toward leaders religion until 1997 when she
reflects the psychology of a converted to Christianity.
She attributed her converrepressed nation. Also involved
with her idea ofrepression are sion to a television preacher
laws prohibiting apostates, she heard praying for hupeople who desert Islam for manity on Sunday morning;
other religions. People could be his words of blessing were
branded apostates for asking unlike any message she had
questions, and the sentence previously heard, and she
cried. The next week, she
for apostasy is death.
"Any question regard- woke her family and told
ing Islam was prohibited," them they were going to
church. After a few weeks,
Darwish said.
When she was a child, the Darwish was baptized, and
population of Egypt was 18 she said she is now a more
percent Christian, and that peaceful person.
number has dropped to 10
The oppression ofwomen
percent, according to Darwish. in Egypt was another theme
While visiting a Christian ofDarwish's speech. Darwish
friend's house, Darwish said she heard an Islamic
heard a sermon in which the sermon about how "women
imam, leader of the mosque, are deficient of brain and
asked God to destroy infidels, religion." She discussed her
not make peace and make mother's struggle to raise five
Israelite children orphans. children alone and the critiShe said that experience was cism she faced for purchasing
not unusual or shocking, but and driving a car.
it felt wrong because she was
According to Darwish,
women were not allowed
with a Christian.
Darwish also claimed that to worship in mosques; they
Islam emphasizes political were left to pray at home, and
leadership of Muslims over she did not feel spiritually
Muslims so heavily that it is fulfilled. Women i'n Arab
believed better to be ruled nations inherit half of what
by an unjust Muslim than their brothers inherit, and
a just non- Muslim. The their testimony in court is
definition of an Islamic valued as half of that of a
state given by a prominent male.
Four male witnesses are
leader resembled a fascist
government and disallowed required in court to establish
private life, according to rape, and if they canµo t be
Darwish.
provided, rape victims can
"Islam is much more than legally be charged with
a religion; it is actually a adultery and executed.
very elaborate legal system,"
The structure ofpolygamy
is another element Darwish
Darwish said.
The political overtones said weakens relationships
Darwish sees within Islam of men and women.
Darwi sh said even if
are in part based on social
structures, like the belief polygamy is not practiced
that envy is a curse that falls within a marriage, the value
on the envied party. This of loyalty is diminished by
causes mistrust, and people the social structure. She
refuse to share good news saw a movie when she was
with neighbors lest they be a teenager with a scene of
cursed. She said this principle a church wedding and was
extends to relations with touched by the vows to "love,
honor and cherish."
other countries.
Darwish said if the conLeaders have double
personalities because they cept of marriage as one man
talk about peace with the and one woman is changed,
United States and preach it will change society. She
jihad to their people, accord- views polygamy as "anger built
ing to Darwish. She said the · inside the family unit," and
clergy are a "source of hate, she said it hurts husbands,
rage and subversion"because wives and children.
Darwish said Islamic
they work worshippers into
a frenzy, which causes many doctrine hurts Muslims the
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most and that she was not
speaking to offend Muslims.
She said she is not criticizing Muslims' relationship
with God, but the legal and
political side oflslam.
"I don't hate Muslim
people," Darwish said.
"Please understand me: I
love them."
Many people in theMiddle
East are living in a prison of
their minds because they do
not know the true God and
are not allowed to convert,
according to Darwish. She
said many people do not have
the right to learn about Jesus
because of the legal systems
they live under.
"We have so many Muslims
who need Jesus," Darwish
said. "We have to inspire
them."
She talked about the
resurgence of Islam after
the events of Sept. 11 and
expressed concern about the
continuing immigration of
Muslims to the United States.
When Darwish first arrived
in California, she attended a
mosque where she was told
not to assimilate because the
reason M,uslims immigrated
was to proselytize, or convert,
Americans.
The lack of Jewish and
Christian departments ofstudy
in Middle Eastern universities
alarms Darwish. She called it
a "one-sided invasion" because
Muslims are allowed to freely
enter the United States, but
Christian missionaries are
denied access to many Middle
Eastern nations.
"They think they are
conquering us from within,"
Darwish said.
Darwish recommended
redefining religion within
America to prevent belief
systems that are against human rights and allow members
to kill nonbelievers or attack
countries.
She also stated that she
filled out paperwork about her
beliefs regarding communism
when she immigrated, so she
thinks current forms need to
ask whether people seek to live
under Sharia law, on;linances
based on the Koran.
She attended American
University in Cairo and
received a bachelor's in
sociology and anthropology. In 1978, Darwish
immigrated to the United
States. She is married, has
three childre n and is the
founder of Arabs for Israel.
Darwish authored two books:
"Now They Call Me Infidel:
Why I Renounced Jihad for
America, Israel, and the War
on Terror" and "Cruel and
Usual Punishment: The Terrifying Global Implications
oflslamic Law."

The Harding English
department plans to offer a
women5 literature and feminist
literary theory course beginning fall 2010. The cou~~e,
which Professor Stephanie
Eddleman intends to teach,
will vary in content.
The first semester the course
is offered, Eddleman wants
to teach it from a historical
perspective. She will cover
women's literature from the
early 18th century onward,
and she will introduce both
modem literary criticism and
literary criticism written at
the time of those works.
"I try to start back in the
early 18th century when
women ... first started being able to be published and
kind of choose representative
novels that show evolution of
woman as writer, and then
read the different essays of
literary criticism kind of
in conjunction with it as it
evolved," Eddleman said "And
so you get the people of that
current time, their voices of
what they're trying to do and
then also like current, modem
literary criticism about those
early authors."
The course will explore
works not typically included
in English survey courses. For
example, instead of reading
Charlotte Bronte's "Jane
Eyre," students will read
"Villette."Likewise, instead of
readingJane Austen's "Pride
and Prejudice," students will
read "Persuasion," according
to Eddleman.
The content of the course
will change from one semester
to the next, which will allow
students to take it more than
once. The second semester
the course is offered, the
literature Eddleman hopes
to cover focuses on a single
genre - female Gothic. The
course's emphasis will continue
to shift in later semesters.
The women's literature
course is not a recent idea.
The English Department has
planned to offer the course for
a couple of years, according
to Department Chair John
Williams.
"I think the entire department agreed that there were

two courses that we needed
to establish that we didn't yet .
. . . the second was a study in
women's literature course,"
Williams said. "With Dr. - ·
Eddleman's interest in Jane
Austen and the doctoral work
she's done, she's the right
choice to do that."
Women's literature will
be an elective that helps
students fulfill their English
hours. One of its purposes
is to prepare students for
graduate-level work.
"Ifan English major goes ~
into grad school, they're going to have to deal with this
criticism and this literature,"
Eddleman said.
Williams said he feels that
adding the women's literature
English program.
"We feel it's going to
strengthen our program ·
because so much of what
goes on in graduate school
these days does have to do
with gender,"Williams said.
"I mean, gender issues are
huge, and they will be for
the foreseeable future."
Because Harding focuses
on its Christian worldview,
students who take graduate
courses at state schools do
not know how people without that worldview perceive
literature, Eddleman said.The ·
women's literature course will
address this issue by exposing
studerits to various feminist
voices, which will allow them
to answer those voices from
a Christian perspective.
"It fits perfectly in both
with our plan to help prepare
our students to teach others, to
go to grad school and as part
of our Christian mission to
study all aspects of literature
- and human interaction,"
Williams said.
Eddleman said that the
general response to Harding
adding the course has been
positive.
"Most everyone's been
like, 'It's about time we're
doing that at Harding,'"
Eddleman said.
Even though the course
will explore women's literature, it will be open to both
male and female students.
Students not majoring in
English will also be able to
enroll and take it.
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Theatron gains three New Muse throws back,
pushes forward
new members
by CARLY KESTER
student writer
Did a group of Harding
University students ever
come to your school, perform
skits and share God's word
with you? If so, the group
you remember is probably
Theatron.
Theatron is a student-led
drama ministry that travels
across the country and ministers to teenagers, according
to Theatron member Julya
Bentley.
"We strive to encourage
and uplift teenagers, as well
as learn from them, as they
try to be like Christ in a
society that pushes him out,"
Bentley said.
,
Bentley said es~blishing
friendships with the kids they
meet is an important aspect
ofwhat Theatron does. They
emphasize thatTheatron goes
deeper than what happens
onstage, Bentley said.
"We usually open a skit
with something humorous,
then close with a more serious lesson about how God
works in our lives," member
Spencer Carroll said.

The Theatron members
also desire to spread their
method of ministering to
those they meet. They do
this by teaching people how
to do the kind of mission
work they do, according to
Carroll.
Theatron started around
1994 and was originally part
ofthe youth corps. It eventually grew and became what
it is today, Theatron member
James Buce said.
This year Theatron started
out with only five members
because of the large number
of students graduating and
student teaching Bentley
said. There were three people
inducted into Theatron:
Spencer Carroll, Amanda
Abla and Barrett Smith.
Theatron has several
events lined up for the current school year. They will
be going to Rogers, AR for
CrossWalk youth rally On
Sept. 26-27 where they will
be performing and teaching
a class.
During fall break they
will go to Cincinnati, Ohio
for Fall Fest and have other
trips planned for Tennessee,

Texas and Mississippi.
So, why does Theatron
seem like such a mystery
to many on the Harding
University campus? The
focus of the group seems
to be outreach to teenagers,
not campus ministry.
"Theatron is a drama
ministry focused on teenagers and our skits try to
speak to them," Buce said.
"We have not advertised on
campus much because we
don't want to lose the focus
of our ministry."
Although Harding
students do not hear much
about Theatron, many junior high and high school
students are learning more
about God through what
Theatron accomplishes.
"I know that just like my,
there are tons of students
here currently at Harding
who first heard of[Harding]
because a group ofeight college students [...] performed
skits that not only made them
laugh, but made them think,"
said Bentley. "I think that is
why Theatron has been so
productive and strong for
fifteen plus years."

Cryptogram
Decipher the code - each letter represents another - fo find some words of
wisdom. Hint: C =Y
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by NICK SMELSER
student writer

Matthew Bellamy's vocals
to carry the song. This being
said, it is a solid first single
that does draws the curious
listener into the album.
Muse is quick to shove
off any ideas that this is a
pop record as soon as the
second song plays. The
next song that needs to be
brought up is "The United
States OfEurasia."With a
beautiful melodic piano intro,
followed by accompanying

The word "hype" is a dangerous but necessary demon
in the music industry. Ifyou
have too little ofit, your band
falls into obscurity, and you
amount to nothing special.
But, ifyou get too much, you
stand to disappoint your fans,
and that can be a nail in your
career's coffin. This is the
demon that Muse has been
fighting ever since
they announced they
would be heading to
the studio to make
their next album.
It has been three
years since any new
material has been
heard from the
English trio. "The
Resistance" is the
much-anticipated
, follow up to the
critically acclaimed
"Black Holes and
Revelations" album.
Muse had a lot to
live up to following
such a market success, and
they did not disappoint.
The band, in fact, took their
music to a whole new level
of excellence.
I will admit that the first
single off the record, "Uprising," had me a bit worried
about the album as a whole.
The song gives off a much
more poppy tone than past
Muse hits. With a shuffle
feel set by the drums and
a steady bass pattern leading the harmony, it is up to

syn the sizers, Bellamy's
amazingly smooth voice
·carries the song to a strong
Arabic-feeling interlude that
sticks for the remainder of
the song. The song feels like
something out of a Qµeen
album with the vocals creating chords all by themselves,
and it ends with a brilliant
piano concerto.
The next song is a brilliant throwback to an older
Muse. "MK Ultra" feels like
a .throwback to Muse's
"Absolution" album. It is
a beautiful mix of synths,
strings, percussion and bass
that carry the backup to the
amazing vocal harmony that
carries the song.

Across
In the middle of
Draws close
Expel
Trademark
Cowname
_o/Green
Gables
17 Molecule
18 Restricted info
20 Med. specialist, to
some
22 Anjou
23 Stale
24 Pecan
25 For the most part
27 Pastoral
31 Tennis units
32 Alias inits.
33 Smallest
35 Singer John
39 Give temporarily
41 Feel remorse
42 Roofpart
43 Important question
45 Humiliate
48 Salome actor
ReMon
49 Orient
51 Abnormal
53 Baked good
56 Family room
57 Age
58 Despot
61 Bracelet type
65 Paying for one at
dinner for two
68 Rope fiber
69 Retired
70 Writer Zola
71 God oflove
72 Young lady
73 Asian starlings

The final piece of music
that must be mentioned is
the masterpiece, the threepart symphony that closes
out the album. There is not a
part in this piece that stands
out because all three are so
brilliant. The first movement
serves as an overture for the
next two pieces. Since it is a
symphony, there is more of a
focus on strings and instruments than on vocals. This
may seem risky, but Muse
pulls it off beautifully. The second
movement contains
a fantastic piano
piece with strings
in the background.
This movement
contains more vocal
melody than the
previous movement.
The simplistic feel
of the piano does
not last long as the
drums, guitar and
bass enter, and the
song spirals until it
somewhat fizzles out
into another piano
interlude. The last movement brings about rest and
resolution to the piece. Much
slower than the previous
two movements, the song
runs its course, and it slows
into a final cadence between
strings and piano.
This album blew my mind.
I will admit that I went into
listening to it with very low
expectations and expected
nothing more than a remake of
"Black Holes and Revelations."
Muse proved me wrong. They
made a fantastic record that
is both classical and innovative. I hope they continue to
make their amazing music
so that I can be pleasantly
surprised again.
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by BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief
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One of Fuji's talented chefs entertains a.hungry crowd
and prepares their food at the same time.

Fun, food, Fuji
by CHRIS O'DELL
sports editor
If you are looking for a
place to eat in Searcy, there
are endless choices - as long
as you eat before 10 o'clock.
And with the opening of Fuji
restaurant on Race Street,
those options just got bigger
and better.
Fuji's, a Japanese seafood
steak house and sushi bar, is
' the kind of restaurant Searcy
has been lacking. Not only
does the place provide great
food, it also gives you entertainment while enjoying your
dining experience. The only
complaint you could have
against Fuji's is the expensive
entrees. However, when you
factor in the taste of the food
with the experience you get,
the price might not seem
so bad.
Not only does Fuji's have a
sushi bar for any sushi lovers
in town, it also uses hibachi
grills to cook its food. In fact,
you are seated around the
grill, and the food is cooked
to perfection right in front
of you. However, do not
expect a quiet evening out
with some stranger cooking
near your table. In fact, the
cook will most likely be loud,
entertaining and comical, and
he will involve the customers
in everything he does.
The experience starts when
you are seated around a big
hibachi grill, most likely with
several strangers, unless you
eom~with a-big -group. %e
the waitress takes your order
and brings out drinks, salad
and soup. However, the salad is
not your typical salad. In fact,
it is more like lettuce covered
in some secret dressing. Although that might not sound
too appetizing, it actually is.
Do not forget that this only
serves as a quick appetizer
to your main course.

After finishing the salad
and onion soup, the main
event begins. A cook comes
out to your table with a cart
full ofuncooked rice and raw
meats and begins an unusual
but fun cooking display right
before your eyes. This may
include handy work with his
cooking utensils, juggling an
egg on a spatula and of course
the sliced onion volcano. Also
be aware of the giant flame
that may come at the start
of it all.
Although Fuji's offers more
than sushi and hibachi entrees,
ordering from the hibachi
grill is highly recommended.
Along with the phenomenal
fried rice that comes with your
meal, you will get either one
or two meats, depending on
what you ordered. You may
choose from chicken, steak,
shrimp, scallops, salmon,
lobster, filet mignon and even
calamari. I would suggest
trying the chicken, shrimp,
scallops or lobster. Hibachi
chicken is the least expensive
at $15.50 while lobster is the
most expensive at $26.50 per
plate. Combinations such
as shrimp and scallops or
steak and shrimp will cost
you $20.50.
At this point you might
be thinking that seems a little
out of your eating budget.
However, just think of it as
dinner and entertainment
together in one night. It then
might not cost any more than
eating at Chili's and seeing
oold. Besides,
a -ovi
Fuji's isn't a place you will
find everywhere you go. It
is a place with a unique and
fun dining experience that
is a must-try, in my opinion.
Next time you are looking
for something to do on a
weekend night in Searcy, go
to Fuji's, and you might be
surprised at the experience
you will have.

The H1N1 virus, better
known as the swine flu, has
been a cause ofinternatiorial
concern and even panic since
its discovery last spring. Fear
of an unstoppable epidemic
drove the virus into newspaper
headlines, talk shows and,
eventually, popular culture.
As several Harding students
found out, the actual H1N1
virus was somewhat less
sensational than the.rumors
that preceded it.
Ben Leeper, a sophomore
living in Allen Hall, had not
been phased by the mediagenerated panic surrounding
swine flu. Even as bottles of
GermX began proliferating
across campus and RAs in his
dorm pulled out boxes oflatex
gloves, Leeper insisted that
the whole thing was "really
not as big of a deal as people
think it is."
Now, Leeper can speak
from experience. He was
diagnosed with swine flu
on Sept. 13, and for the better part of a week the virus
kept him pinned down in
his dorm.
The trouble startedThursday,
Sept. 10, when Leeper said
he started feeling tightness
in his chest and had respira tory difficulties. His father,
a pediatrician, told him not
to assume that it was swine
flu. As an asthmatic, Leeper
had other diseases to worry
about.
"It was a toss-up between
pneumonia and flu," Leeper
said. In the past, pneumonia
had aggravated his asthma to
the point of pleurisy, a disorder that causes sharp pain in
the victim's chest with every
deep breath.
That weekend brought
no relief to Leeper, who felt
progressively worse as the
symptoms began to pile up.
On Saturday he developed a
fever, and by 3 a.m. Sunday,
the virus "hit [him] like a
brickwa:H."
"W hen I get sick, I get hit
pretty hard," Leeper said. "I
mean, I usually end up in a
hospital."
This time was no exception. A bad case of chills and
triple-digit fever wrenched him
from sleep and sent Leeper
jumping into the shower to
bring his temperature down.
Later that day, he was sitting

Survey unravels tnotives

for getting tattoos

in the Emergency Room of and nausea she had been said the chairs in her room
the White County Medical experiencing were not going were too hard for her. Seeing
the implications of have a
to go away after a nap.
Center.
"I was like, 'I'm fine, I'll be contagious swine flu carrier
After a "frustrating" twoin the Kendall lobby, dorm
hourwait,doctors tested Leeper . fine," McAlister said.
for signs of pneumonia, but
The attitude sustained mom D onna Strachan and
they came back with a dif- her through classes on Tues- a handful of girls had one
ferent verdict: HlNl. One of day, but that night she felt of the padded lobby chairs
the doctors told him that the "miserable." Student Health brought into McAlister's room
fever would be more intense Services diagnosed her with so she could stay upright in
than the normal, seasonal flu, a simple sore throat the next comfort.
but the virus would run its day and sent her back to her
W ith a little help from her
course in less time. Armed room with cough drops, some friends, McAlister made it to
with a prescription for Tamillu, Dramamine and orders to go Friday, when her nausea finally
Leeper settled back into his back to bed. But the nap did died down. She recovered over
room and started waiting out nothing to ease her nausea, the weekend to the point that
so McAlister went to see a she was ready to go back to
the swine flu.
"If you get it, it's not like doctor at PrimeCare Medical class on Monday. McAlister
then discovered that she was
you have a 50 percent chance Clinic in Searcy.
of dying," L eeper said.
"They tested me for strep not completely finished with
Still, the next few days and for the flu, and they stuck the HlNl virus: It had left
brought out the fear that me- these things up my nose, and her with plenty of work to
dia coverage of the epidemic it hurt," she said. The doctor make up.
has instilled in the people knew within minutes that
The rumors of students
she had the flu, but could being forcibly quarantined
around him.
"It's almost like you walk not confirm ifit was H l N l. while they have swine flu
out and they're like 'Oh, that's Once again, McAlister was proved unfounded for both
Leep er an d M cAli s ter.
the swine flu person that's in sent back to her room.
Then she began vomit- Leeper's roommate, whom
mortal danger,"' he said.
L eeper's mother even ing.
Leeper described as being
offered to come down and
"That was the one symp- apathetic toward the idea of
pull him out of Allen for a tom of swine flu that I was a contagious virus, never left
couple nights in a hotel while missing, the vomit," she said. the room. M cAlister's roomhe recuperated, but he talked McAlister called PrimeCare mate stayed with her through
back and was confirmed to the worst of it. Neither of
her out of it.
Though not overtly wor- have contracted swine flu.
the roommates contracted
ried about his fate, Leeper
The other symptoms on the the virus.
still suffered from aching list, diarrhea, a sore throat and
Nurse Lynn McCarty of
muscles, intense shaking headaches, made life difficult H arding's Student Health
and the ever-present fever. for McAlister as she battled Services said the university
H e was told to take aspirin the flu . But the nausea and asks infect ed students to
every three hours to bring vomiting put her through stay in their rooms for seven
down his high temperature, the worst, s.he said. At one days, or until they have been
but even with medicine, the point, McAlister had to have wit h out a fever and not
fever did not subside until her bed moved down to the taking aspirin for 24 hours.
M onday night.
floor from the top bunk. I t H owever, this policy applies
"I would say it was only two was the only way she could to all communicable diseases,
days of 'bad,"' Leeper said.
make it to the bathroom in not just swine flu, and no one
Frie nds and spectators time, and so avoid throwing is in charge of enforcing it.
alike asked him what it was up on the floor.
Student Health Services will
"My roommate said she's also call infirmed students
like to live under the pall of
the dreaded HlNl virus. never seen anyone so sick," every day to check on their
"Well, I have th e flu," he McAlister said. "She was actu- progress, M cCarty said.
ally slightly perturbed."
H aving survived the actual
would tell them.
But McAlister's roommate, threat of swine flu, Leeper
As the week wore on, the
flu symptoms began to disap- and the other girls in Kendall, still described himself as
pear. By Thursday, Leeper had refused to abandon h er to "the biggest advocate of 'it's
stopped taking painkillers the disease. T hey brought not a big deal. "' However,
for his aching muscles, and her Gatorade and soup and he encouraged students who
on Friday he went back to filled her prescriptio ns of thought they had the virus to
class. On Monday, barely a Tamiflu and fenegrin, a pill consult a doctor and not try
~ after eing cit gnosed
for er nausea. cAlister's to wait it out unaided.
with swine flu, L eeper said roo mmate stayed up with
"T h e swine flu, it gets
he had been working out in her when she would have to hyped up a lot," Leeper said.
"I mean, it's bad, but it gets
the gym. Except for some vomit during the night.
"The girls were fantastic," hyped up a lot."
lingering respiratory issues, he
He holds his father's initial
said, the virus had completely sh e said. "I felt like I was
left him.
pampered."
advice as the best def~nse
Over in Kendall Hall,
In one instance,McAlister against all the rumors and
sophomore Ryan McAlister wanted to sit in the lobby while worries that came with the
was not fairing much better.. fighting her nausea. Laying swine flu epidemic: "Don't
She realized Tuesday, Sept. 8 down was not an option, as worry, you're not going to
that the headaches, sore throat it upset her stomach, but she drop dead."

Uffdah

by AMANDA WARZECHA
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Professor believes act is "rite of passage"
by SARAH KYLE
news editor
Scott Adair, a professor
in Harding's College of
Bible and Religion, recently conducted a survey
of why students choose to
get tattoos for a presentation at the conference held
before the commencement
of the 2009-10 school
year.
"The administration
asked me to do something
on youth culture," Adair
said. "Why do our .students have tattoos? Why
are they getting tattoos?
This is a window into
youth culture."
Adair conducted the'
survey by requesting information from 383 former
and current students
through Pipeline. He received responses from 100
students, 37 males and 63
females. Sixteen of these
responses currently had a
tattoo, while 84 did not,
though a small percentage
of those. who did not currently have a tattoo stated
a desire to get one in the
future.
When asked why they
chose to get a tattoo,
Adair said many students
said their tattoo was for a
memorial to someone, a
religious reason, individual
expression and the like.
However, Adair said he
believed tattoos stood for

something deeper.
"What I think is really
going on that I don't think
students really realize is
going on, is that it's a rite
of passage," Adair said.
"Nobody answered that
when I asked why they
[got] a tattoo, but I think
that's the main reason.
I think that pulls a lot
together."
Adair backed up this
theory primarily with the
age at which the majority
of students got their tattoos: between the ages of
19 and 21.
"That's the time of life
when they leave home.
That signals a new stage of
life," Adair said. ·
It is at this new stage of
life that students begin to
become their own person
and make their own decisions, Adair said.
"I have to know myself
well enough to put something permanently on my
body. Children don't know
themselves well enough.
Adults do," Adair said.
"Children are told who
they are. Adults decide
who they are."
In a world of confusing messages regarding
the age of adulthood and
responsibility, Adair said
that the current generation
has been forced to make
their own "coming of age"
statement. Also, as with
primal rites of passage,

Adair said the pain factor
plays a part in tattoos and
their role as a modern-day
rite of passage.
"A rite of passage is
usually some sort of difficulty, some sort of trial.
It's some desert experience, some wilderness,"
Adair said. "Figuring it
out, planning it, practicing your art or your phrase
[ ... ] and then taking
the journey. I think it's a
ritual."
As a decision that is
made fully by the student
that will have permanent
effects, Adair said tattoos
are a way for students to
signal that they at long
last know who they
truly are.
"It all signals to me a
statement that 'I know
mysel£ I know who I
am. I know what I'm
about. I'm no longer a
child. I'm big enough to
make my own decision.
I've saved up the money.
I'm wiling to endure the
pain. This is my decision,"'
Adair said. "It signals
autonomy and identity."
Half of the males that
said that they have a tattoo actually have more
than one, and two-thirds
have intentions of getting
another one. One-fifth
of the girls who have a
tattoo plan to get another
one, while one-tenth have
multiple tattoos.
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Amid the pitch black of the moonless
night, a projector hummed. A stream of
light cut through the darkness, carrying the
images of the Yao people to a sheet-made
screen in Nomba, Mo:r.ambique.
Sounds of Chiyao, the native language,
filled the pitched roof of a pavilion as the
people ofNomba watched the first images
captured by the Yao and for the Yao.
Never before had the people of the
village seen a movie in their own language.
As the laughter of children and
adults mingled while the film rolled,
four Americans smiled.
After three weeks of teaching
through a translator to educate four
Nomba locals on the art of fihn
this summer, seniors Nick Michael
and Tyler Jones, along with juniors Kelsey Sherrod and Samford
University junior Maribeth Browning watched as their students,
Tayo, Victor, Lucia and Lucia each
premiered their first documentaries.
They filmed about how to knit and
build a rocket stove, and they even
produced comedies with a moral
twist.
"Thelaughter and the amusement was really encouraging
because you could just see that this
story makes sense to them," Sherrod said. "It was funny, and they
respected it. You could also teD that
the guys and the women who put
their films together were proud of
what they had done."
For the fihn premiere, the Yao
filmmakers dressed up, got haircuts and invited their friends and
families to attend. Michael said this
personal pride for their work and
seeing people come to watch the
films that had been produced locally
gave both teams a sense of accomplishment.
"Seeing all that pride, we really felt like
we had contributed something," Michael
said. "It wasn't putting ourselves on display.
It was them empowered, and telling their
own stories and sharing their own images."
By bringing technology and education
to Yao men and women, Michael feels that
locals from the village are now able to tell
their stories and help rewrite the stereotypical views of Africa.
"We've seen the images of Africa: images of poverty, swollen bellies, blood, dust
and civil war," Michael said. "And those
kind of represent Africa, but we want to
say that there's something more to that,
and Africa's not just a place, it's a face.
These cameras[ ... ] allow remote people
with little access to life outside of their
city to have a small soapbox on the global
stage."
But the Yao were not the only students

gaining !mowledge while the group was in
Mozambique.
"One thing that we learned about
development is that the only thing that
is sustainable is memory," Jones said. "In
terms of years later, after these cameras
have broken, they will remember that moment and the first time they got to watch
fihn in their language."
To help Tayo, Victor, Lucia and Lucia
continue to film and document their culture, each student was given his or her own
personal camera as a "graduation present"
from film school. The team also left a high

definition camera, microphone and tripod
in the village's resource center, which can
be checked out by the students.
About three weeks ago, the.team was
informed that the camera equipment had
been checked out and was used to document the ending of local sacred initiation
rites in which girls in the village transition
from being girls to women.
"That's maybe been the biggest milestone of the whole project, because it's
saying to us that here are individuals who
are actually choosing to use these resources
to document their culture," Jones said.
"They're saying 'I want to preserve that."'
Jones hopes that the images filmed
will be shown during movie nights once
a month, a concept they talked about
while still overseas. Sherrod sees this as
an opportunity to uplift the self-esteem
of people who have had their spirits
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broken by past oppression.
"It's an identity boost," Sherrod said.
"It's like saying 'This is who we are, and our
stories are worth sharing."'
The footage shot by the local filmmakers will also eventually make its way to the
U.S. through the Internet, where it can be
edited and used by the team. ,
But going to Mozambique was a bigger
project than simply teaching locals how
to film and preserve their culture using
technology. The group spent a full month
traveling around the country filming its
own documentary based on the question of
"What is development?" before they
began filming the process of teaching the Yao to fihn themselves.
Michael found that development
is "highly contextual" and depends
on specific people and places, and
that those who try to reach out may
fail because of a lack of relationship.
"It's tied to you feeling like you
have to do something but just not
knowing how," Michael said. "In
most cases, it can't be short term.
It can't be ideological. It has to be
practical, and it has to be tangible.
And it has to happen in context on
the ground."
He said he feels that he only
understands development in the
Nomba context because of the
time that they spent there, working
alongside the local people.
Jones said he feels that the film
class became somewhat of a case
study in working with people directly to influence development.
"If anything's going to be sustainable, if anything's going to be
culturally appropriate, the people
that you're trying to work with have
to be at the table with you,"Jones
said. "So, that was the consensus
that we got that justified us doing
our own development project and
trying to test that."
Once their documentary is edited and ready for viewing, they hope audiences will walk away with a deconstructed
view of development in Africa.
"We want to help them break into [...]
people groups and to faces and individuals
and say this is development that worked
in this specific circumstance for Tayo, for
Lucia," Michael said. "And these specific
efforts helped them individually, whereas
it's easy to say, 'let's try to solve the big
problem, and let's try and solve it in two
hours.'[.,.] We want you to leave the documentary asking questions that only a local
on the ground in Africa could answer, and
no one else."
Jones and Michael are currently in the
process of editing footage of their travels
through Mozambique and their time spent
teaching the Yao to fihn, and they plan to
send their documentary through the fihn
festival circuit.
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